BLS : BASIC LIFE SUPPORT
Sudden cardiac arrest (SCA)
Sudden cardiac arrest is an abrupt stoppage of the heart’s function, resulting in
inadequate blood circulation. The heart may either stop completely or continue beating
in a weak and irregular manner. Inadequate blood and oxygen supply to the brain may
result in unresponsiveness and eventually death if unattended.
Brain cells can’t sustain the lack of oxygen for more than 4-6 minutes, after which they
begin dying. This loss of brain cells is permanent. All signals from the brain to vital
organs are shut and organs like the lungs and the heart stop functioning.
This window of 4-6 minutes is the time when proper CPR is necessary to externally
thrust blood to the brain and prevent death of brain cells, as the activity of the heart can
be revived using advanced life support.
The causes of SCA range from emotional shock, hearing death of a loved one to
infections or chronic diseases that directly affect the heart. Physical shocks like forceful
vomiting, electric shock, drowning, etc. can also provoke an SCA. The takeaway here is
that the causes for an SCA are wide-ranging and relatively common.
BLS - Basic life Support /
CPR - cardiopulmonary resuscitation
This involves four steps :
1- Assessment and activation of the emergency response system.
2- Chest compression.
3- Mouth to mouth breathing.
4- defibrillation, use of an automated external defibrillator(AED).
1- Assessment - It involves 2 steps.
a) Assessment of situation : confirming scene safety and finding any substantial
evidence of collapse like drug poisoning/ snake bite etc.
b) Assessment of victim :
It involves further 3 steps
1- Brain status by checking response on tapping on the shoulder.

2- Lungs status by checking the up and down movement of the chest observing
parallel to the chest. Gasping breathing is considered no breathing.
3- Heart status by checking the central pulse - carotids by sliding three fingers deep in
the neck just below the angle of mouth.
Non-medico person should check only two parameters of response and breathing and
start CPR if both responses are absent without wasting much time which is much
crucial.
Assessment of response ,breathing and pulse should not take more than 10 seconds.
Once assessment is done shout for help and call to nearby medical center to get an
ambulance and AED machine

Checking response by tapping on shoulders :

Checking breathing : Looking at the movement of the chest.

Checking carotid pulse :

If there is no response , breathing and pulse one should immediately start chest
compressions.
Chest compression :
Chest compressions should be ideal to be effective to generate enough pressure
pumping blood to the brain .
Chest compressions should meet following criterias :
1 - Push hard and push fast
2 - Push at least 2 inches or 5 cm on the victim’s breast bone at nipple level
3 - Deliver compressions at a smooth rate of 100- 120 compressions per minute.
4 - Allow complete chest recoil to fill the heart with blood with each decompression.
5 - No interruptions of more than 10 seconds
6 - Give 2 mouth to mouth breaths after every 30 chest compressions.

Position of victim :
1- The victim should be lying facing up on the ground/ hard surface.
2- Bare chest to apply AED leads on chest.

Position of rescuer :
1. Lying by the side of the victim.
2. Place the heel of one hand in the center of the chest at the nipple line.Put the heel of
the second hand on top of first hand interlacing fingers.
3. Lock Elbows.
4. Bring Shoulders exactly over your hands.
5. Stand on knees bending forward with approximately 90 degree angle between thigh
and calf.
This meticulous position makes hands a lever through which whole body weight is
shifted to the heart of the victim to create sufficient pressure.
Mouth To Mouth Breathing :
Two steps :
1- Open the airway
2- Give the breath

1- Open the airway : Tongue blocks the airway of an unconscious person. So the
airway needs to be open by meticulous positioning.
Technique is called Head tilt ,chin lift.
● Place one hand on the victim's forehead and push the head back with your palm.
● Place fingers of other hand on bony part of chin.
● Lift the jaw to bring chin forward.
2- Giving breath :
● Pinch the nose with two fingers of hand on forehead.
● Take normal breath from the atmosphere, cover the victim's mouth gently and
exhale normally in the victim's mouth.
Repeat the same and give two breaths after every 30 chest compressions.
So by chest compressions blood is propagated to the brain by applying external
pressure on chest and oxygen is supplied periodically by mouth to mouth breathing to
prevent permanent brain death.
Next task is to start the electrical activity of heart activity and here role automated
external defibrillator comes in.
Automated external defibrillator ( AED ) :
AED is a portable device that can identify abnormal cardiac rhythms which require
shock, prompt the providers by advicing to deliver shock or not depending on underlying
cardiac condition and then delivers shock.
AED is simple to operate, does not require any medical knowledge to operate to attempt
safely during cardiac arrest.
The interval from collapse to defibrillation is one of the most important determinants of
survival from sudden cardiac arrest. This should be attempted as soon as it is available.
Steps to operate :
1- Turn on the AED machine
2- Apply adhesive pads to the victim's bare chest.

One on right side of chest below the collar bone.
Other one on side of left nipplewith top edge of pad a few inches below armpit.

3- Clear the victim and allow AED to analyse rhythm. At this step it’s critical that no one
is touching the victim.
After analysis, AED prompts whether shock is needed or not.
4- Press the shock button if shock is needed. Be sure no one is touching the victim
while delivering shock.
5- Whether shock is needed or not, resume CPR immediately beginning with chest
compressions.
6- AED will analyse rhythm automatically every 2 minutes in a similar manner.
Continue CPR till the victim reaches hospital and gets advanced life support.
***

